Language Check-up
for the accurate assessment of your language skills
Quick overview of language skills
Thanks to our precise language test, you will
receive an accurate picture of your current writing and speaking skills – for private purposes,
diploma goals, in the naturalization process or for
your job application. For companies it is the ideal
tool during the recruitment phase or for existing employees, integrating seamlessly into your
ongoing selection process.
Fast, simple and uncomplicated
The process is very straightforward: you - or in
cases of recruitment, your candidate - take our
written online test: https://sprachschuleschneider.
ch/einstufungstests. The test checks vocabulary,
grammar and writing skills. This is followed by
a telephone interview, providing a detailed and
precise evaluation of speaking skills and language
confidence. You will receive the results by e-mail
immediately after the completion of the test.
Short check-up
If all you require is a quick assessment without
taking speaking skills into account, a short checkup of vocabulary and grammar is available as an
alternative.
Speaking check-up
If you only need information about speaking skills,
this option is available to you. We assess your ability to talk about various private and professional
topics in a fifteen-minute telephone call.

Professional assessment by experts
Our experts are specially-trained native speakers,
who conduct the interview with professional
expertise. In the case of a recruitment procedure or the assessment of an employee, we take
into account your requirements and those of the
applicant's role.
The results of this standardized test are based
on the "European Framework of Reference" and
therefore offer you an optimal assessment as well
as comparison possibilities in recruiting.
Personal training consultation
If you are planning further language training, whether as a private person or for your
employees, we will support you with advice on
the phone, via Skype or in a personal consultation
at our school. We will conduct the interview for
your company either with the personnel manager
or with the candidate themselves on request. You
will receive suggestions for solutions and concrete
information on the length and cost of a training
course, based on the current training status and
objectives. When you book a course, the costs
for this consultation will be fully credited to your
account.
Languages
The test is available in the following languages:
English, German, French, Spanish and Italian.
Advantages
 clear and detailed processing of results by
e-mail
 results based on the European Framework of
Reference for optimal comparability
 minimal administrative costs

Prices
Description									Price
Complete check-up: vocabulary, grammar, writing, speaking 									130.–
Short check-up: vocabulary, grammar, writing									 75.–
Speaking check-up									 75.–
Personal training consultation on the phone, via Skype or first consultation at our school 				
free of charge
In-depth personal training consultation, duration 30–45 mins.									 30.–

